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CFP: 
The Philosophy of Realism 
 

For the first issue of Reality, to be published last quarter 2019.  Submission deadline 30 September 

2019. 

Summary: 
The term “realism” has been applied to countless theories and philosophical approaches over the 

millennia.  Many claims to be realist, however, seem to make “realism” meaningless: either because they 

are indistinguishable from idealism or nominalism, or because they hollow out the concept of “reality”, 

or some other such misstep.  Many might—and seemingly have already—despair of any valid and sound 

philosophical inquiries, therefore, aimed at discerning the truth about human experience, life, meaning, 

and the universe.  It is with this in mind that Reality is issuing this limited CFP for its first ever issue: how 

are we to answer the question, “what is realism?”  Can we truly know the real?  If so, how? 

Space within the Issue is limited.  Only the two best Articles, as evaluated by the Editors, will be chosen 

for inclusion.  However, all Articles received that are deemed worth publishing will be published online at 

RealityJournal.org. 

Three Articles are already completed: 

• Political Realism: Neither Realpolitik nor Ens Rationis 

o An examination of theoretically-constituted political realism as capable of contributing to 

the common good. 

• Signs and Reality 

o An advocation for “semiotic realism” as the means to re-establishing realism as the 

preeminent philosophical approach. 

• Sense-Perceptive Realism 

o On the sense-perceptive realism of Aristotle and Aquinas, offering a Thomistic-

Aristotelian and phenomenological defense of the position contra late medieval and 

modern nominalism. 

Suggested topics: 
• Correspondence theories of truth 

• Realism in ethics 

• Realism in scientific practice 

• Moral imagination and reality 
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Reviewer suggestions: 
If you have in mind a good critical reviewer of your work—someone who can provide a thoughtful 

engagement of the material—feel free to include this recommendation in your submission.  Alternatively, 

if you cannot submit an Article but would be interested in volunteering to review, please let us know. 

Submission Guidelines 
Length: 8,000-15,000 words.  We understand length restrictions as guidelines.  If an article is a few 

hundred words over or under—or even a thousand—this will not be cited as a reason for rejection.  If it is 

considerably under, we may suggest publication as an Essay; if considerably over, we may suggest 

publication as a multi-part piece. 

Footnotes: all references must be placed in footnotes; submissions containing endnotes will not be 

accepted.  Bibliographic sourcing and footnote formatting should be done according to Chicago Style, 

although the editors recommend the practice of historical layering (including date of composition in all 

footnotes, rather than date of the particular version’s publication).  We also insist that the full title of the 

work be given in the first footnote and abbreviated titles in all subsequent (i.e., no citations of date alone). 

Abstract: all submissions must contain an abstract of between 150-400 words. This facilitates the 

evaluation process for Editors. 

Keywords: it is recommended that Article submissions contain 5-10 keywords sometime before 

publication.  If the submission is received without a list of keywords, an Editor will request them before 

the Article is published. 

 

More details about Reality can be found at https://realityjournal.org  

Please send all submissions to editors@realityjournal.org. 
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